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TAKE A LOOK

You’ll like what you see!

Established in 1986 Image Blinds is a proud
Queensland company that has expanded over the
years to now a team of over 50 employees working
in their brand new state of the art factory.

Our full range of expertly designed products are showcased in our
showroom which is open Monday to Friday 8.30am – 5.00pm, and
Saturdays from 8.30am to 1.30pm at 605 Zillmere Road, Aspley.
Image Blinds is also a founding member of the Blind Manufacturers
of Australia (BMAA), the premier association for manufacturing and
component suppliers of blinds, awnings and shutters.
Image Blinds services all suburbs from the North Coast to Gold
Coast, Ipswich and surrounding areas.
Take a Look – you’ll like what you see!

VERTICAL DRAPES

Vertical Drapes are your ideal solution to
achieve effortless elegance with the huge
range of colours and textures.

The sleek design of Vertical Drapes not only makes a fabulous fashion
statement but has built in practicality that makes them one of the
most adaptable window treatments around.

127MM BLADES

89MM BLADES

Product Features
■■

Comprehensive range of fabric colours

■■

Quality components; aluminium top track and stainless spacers

■■

Blade sizes: 127mm or 89mm

■■

Aluminium pelmet optional

■■

Chain control to rotate the blades

■■

Cord Control loop to draw smoothly

■■

Child safe

■■

Wand control

FREE MEASURE & QUOTE

1300 657 100
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ROLLER BLINDS

Image Blinds roller blind systems have
one of the best Australian designed
roller blind systems on the market.

The contemporary and stylish design is highly engineered
for an effortless smooth operation. Roller Blinds have the
versatility to perform anywhere. You can relax knowing you
have not just been guided by fashion but by practicality.

SERIES CONNECT

Product Features:
■■

Easy Operation:

■■

Chain Winder, Somfy Motorisation and Battery styled

■■

Each blind individually balanced

■■

Easy lift helper springs included where required

■■

Reinforced Aluminium Tubes: 40mm/45mm/60mm

■■

Sleek Oval-Shaped Aluminium bottom bar

■■

Child safe

■■

Roller Blind Motorisation has many options including:

■■

One motor can drive up to 3 blinds via series connection links

■■

Options for automation include Timers, Sun Sensors multiple channel
remote controls

■■

Somfy Home Automation (see page 18)

ROLLER BLINDS

Roller Blind Variations:

CASSETTE BLACKOUT CLOSED

Duo Roller Blinds
Designed to offer the versatility of blockout for night
(privacy) and a sunscreen or translucent for the day.
Blackout System
Darken your room by using side channels and a fully
enclosed aluminium cassette head box.
Wire Guide Roller Blind
The bottom bar is stabilised by two x 2mm stainless
wire guides.

CASSETTE BLACKOUT OPEN

Motorisation / Automation
Image Blinds, your Somfy Automation Specialist (SAS)
so you can be certain that you are dealing with the
world leaders in automation (see page 18).

DUO ROLLER

WIRE GUIDE

FREE MEASURE & QUOTE

1300 657 100
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VENETIAN BLINDS

Image Blind’s venetian blinds are
expertly designed and made to measure
for you in our modern Brisbane Factory.
Say ‘yes’ to local manufacturing! The Image Blinds Venetian
range is extensive and we would have one of the largest
ranges for your home.

Product Features
■■

50mm aluminium head box

■■

High quality componentry

■■

Swedish made Nibrol® cord and ladders

■■

Pelmets and hold down clips included

■■

Child safety features included

Product Range
■■

50mm & 63mm slat sizes

■■

Polystyrene

ALUMINIUM VENETIAN BLINDS

Elegant simplicity and timeless
sophistication, aluminium
venetians are an exciting new
dimension.

Image aluminium venetian blinds are
manufactured in Brisbane by the Image Team of
experts.

Product Features
■■

25mm slat size

■■

Quality powder coated 0.21 micron thick slat

■■

Powder coated head and bottom rail

■■

Designed for maximum heat protection

■■

Same side tilt and lifting cord

■■

Child safety features included

■■

Hold down clips included

■■

Australian made and designed

FREE MEASURE & QUOTE

1300 657 100
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ROMAN BLINDS

Image Blind’s classically styled roman
blinds add a touch of elegance and
tradition suited for any window of your
home.

Available in both classic and Jamaican styles, both roman
blind styles can be either made with a Chain Gearbox
Control, Cord Control or Motorised.

CLASSIC ROMAN BLIND

JAMAICAN ROMAN BLIND

Roman Blind Styles
■■

Classic Roman - folded pleats supported by aluminium
back battens

■■

Jamaican Roman - timber or aluminium battens front
and back of the fabric

PANEL GLIDES

Image Blinds design and manufacture a variety
of different styles of Panel Glides.

The Panel Glide is taking the market by storm taking over from the
conventional Vertical Drapes and allowing customers to be more
creative with fabrics and styles. Keep it simple or change every panel to
a different material for a fresh striking look.

Product Types
■■

Classic Panel Glide - enjoy the fabric without any interruptions.
Finished with a sewn weighted bottom pocket to stabilise the
material.

■■

Jamaican Panel Glide - half round timber or aluminium batten
front and back of the fabric evenly spaced horizontally down
the material.

CLASSIC PANEL GLIDE

Product Features

JAMAICAN PANEL GLIDE

■■

Suited for large openings

■■

Draw one way or a centre open

■■

Wand control (no cords or loops)

■■

Panel width can vary between 300mm to 1000mm

Options
■■

Black, white and anodised tracks

■■

Can be finished with a timber or aluminium pelmet

FREE MEASURE & QUOTE

1300 657 100
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SHUT TERS

Image Blinds have turned shutters into
an elegant home design feature with
their stunning new range of internal
shutters.

These beautiful window features give you the privacy
and protection you want from shutters without blocking
the views through your windows or doors. Image Blinds
range of shutters are available in both natural timber and
synthetic materials and there are many different colours to
choose from.
Image Blinds shutters are manufactured to incorporate
the latest techniques for strength and a clean, modern,
streamlined look. Offering hidden or plantation tilt-rod
operation, the Image Blinds Shutter range can blend in
with your room decor or provide a stunning decorating
feature.

Product Range
■■

Panorama Shutters (PVC)

■■

Woodland (Basswod natural timber)

■■

Vogue Vinyl - PolySatin®

Style Options
■■

Fixed

■■

Sliding

■■

Bi-fold

■■

■■

Hinged

Framing options
standard

SHUT TERS

Vogue Shutters® are designed using hollow PolySatin® construction, with pockets of air designed into the louvre and
frame parts. These air pockets keep the individual pieces of the shutter system from transferring energy as quickly as
solid construction would do. Save on your heating and cooling bills by installing Vogue Shutters® Suitable for internal and
external use.
With its scratch resistant, permanent finish, Vogue Shutters® will not chip, peel, bow or crack. Vogue Shutters® will never
fade or turn yellow due to ultra-violet light. For peace of mind Vogue® offer a 20 year warranty (conditions apply).

FREE MEASURE & QUOTE

1300 657 100
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ALUMINIUM SHUT TERS

Aluminium Shutters are a great addition to any
patio or exposed outdoor area.

Suitable for indoor and outdoor use, aluminium shutters will not corrode,
warp or discolour making them a great investment for your home.

Product Types
■■

Aluminium Shutters - the ultimate external shutter, T6 Aluminium, and fully
powder coated. Locks, flush bolts and fly screening available.

■■

Fixed Aluminium Screen - using the same 90mm aluminium shutter blades, the
privacy screen is locally made and perfect to block out the heat or for added privacy.

Product Features
■■

Aluminium Shutters

■■

Pearl White Gloss, Birch White, Black, Silver

■■

Special powder coat colours available

■■

Extreme weather rating

■■

Australian made

■■

Hinged, fixed, bi-fold and sliding options

■■

Internal or external use

LOUVRE SCREENS

Aluminium Fixed Louvre Screens
provide heat reduction, privacy and
security to your home.
With the appeal of simple 1000mm and 1500mm
wide fixed blades, Image Blind’s Aluminium
Screening options adds value, style and privacy to
your home or business.

Louvre Features
■■

65mm Flat Blade (1000)

■■

90mm Aerofoil Blades (1500) fixed at 30˚

■■

Special powder coated colours available

■■

Horizontal blades

FREE MEASURE & QUOTE

1300 657 100
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AUTOMATIC LOCK ARM AWNINGS

Automatic Lock Arm Awnings protect your home
and cut down your cooling expenses with Australian
made fabric awnings.
Fabric awnings reduce the total heat load on and in your house, minimising
the need for supplementary cooling. Your valuable carpets, curtains and
furniture will be protected from direct or reflected sun damage.

Available in a modern range of colours, fabric awnings are an attractive feature
that will compliment the exterior of your home. Image Blinds Weather Hoods
are manufactured using Colorbond® to match your existing exterior decor.
Image Blinds Automatic Lock Arm Awnings come in a range of arm sizes that
will lock at any height you require. Also available are stainless steel guides and
arms for total peace of mind.

PIVOT ARM AWNINGS

Image Blinds manufacture two different
styles of Pivot Arm Awnings.

Siesta and Robusta both awnings are of the highest quality with
Swedish engineered spring loaded arms to ensure taut fabric and
a long lasting smooth operation. The pivot arm awning is perfect
for covering windows and is becoming popular for decks as it
offers operable sun protection whilst allowing air flow.

Product Features
■■

Stainless steel spring loaded aluminium arm

■■

Operable pivoting arms to 180°

■■

Gearbox or motorised

■■

Large range of fabrics from sunscreens, acrylic
fabrics and cotton canvas

■■

Maximum 6,000mm width

DOUBLE ARM AWNING

FREE MEASURE & QUOTE

1300 657 100
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WIRE GUIDE AWNINGS

Aspley Stainless Wire Guide Slide
Away have been designed by the
Image team of experts for the harsh
Queensland conditions.
The heavy duty top fixing brackets create a strong
support for the awning to smoothly glide up and
down on the two tensioned stainless wires.

ALUMINIUM BOTTOM BAR

STAINLESS BOTTOM FIXINGS

ENCLOSED HEAD BOX

Product Features

STAINLESS WIRE GUIDE SLIDE AWAY WITH SUNSCREEN FABRIC

■■

Gearbox or Motorised

■■

New fully enclosed cassette hood

■■

Maximum 5800mm width

■■

Aluminium bottom bar, standard colours Silver, Black,
Cream, Grey, Merino & White

■■

Special powder coat colours available

CHANNEL GUIDE AWNINGS

Aspley Channel Guide Slide Away with
an exclusively designed side channel
Combined with a unique locking pin that allows
tensioning of your awning to provide maximum
protection from wind, rain and sun.

ENCLOSED HEAD BOX

CHANNEL GUIDE WITH SUNSCREEN FABRIC
BOTTOM BAR

Product Features
■■

Fully enclosed powder coated aluminium cassette head
box, standard colours Silver, Black, Cream, Grey, Merino &
White

■■

80mm channels can be powder coated to suit your decor

■■

Available in Sunscreen and Acrylic Fabrics

■■

Stopping in any position

■■

Low maintenance, no gaps

■■

Gearbox or Motorised operation

FREE MEASURE & QUOTE

1300 657 100
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STRAIGHT DROP BLINDS

The Image Blinds famous Straight Drop is one
of the most flexible shade systems available.

It comes in a large range of operation styles (gear box, cord and spool
or motorised) and can be held down using straps, buckles or stainless
dog clips. This makes it one of the most commonly used blinds for
Verandah patio areas.
The large range of operation and hold down options gives this blind
more flexibility in greater spans while keeping the fabric looking
great.
STRAIGHT DROP BLINDS

Product Features

DOG CLIP

■■

Large range of fabric to choose from

■■

Pelmets available

■■

Maximum 6,000mm width

■■

Gearbox, Cord and Spool, or Motorised

ZIPTRAK®

The Ziptrak® - track guided blind
system is the most popular awning
in today’s market.
There are no unsightly cords and pulleys with this
system, it simply slides up and down in its own
“zip” channel. The unique feature about the Image
Blinds Ziptrak® System sets it apart from any other.
Specially designed slotted side tracks between
which the blind glides smoothly and easily up or
down and stops at whatever position you require.

CENTRE LOCK KIT

NO HOOD

NO GAPS

Product Features
■■

Standard colours of channel/bottom, rails/pelmets:
White / Black / Woodland Grey / Paperbark / Cream

■■

Pelmets are an extra cost option

■■

No Gaps as fabric is supported both sides

■■

No Ropes or Pulleys

■■

No Buckles

■■

No Straps

■■

No Flapping

■■

No Struggle

CLEAR POLY

FREE MEASURE & QUOTE

1300 657 100
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MOTORISATION / RETRACTABLE ROOFS
Motorisation and automation systems
provided by Somfy® provide seamless
integration with blinds and awnings
Ask Image Blinds how motorisation and automation can
help you.

WIND SENSORS

SUN SENSORS

Introducing the new generation
of retractable pergolas and roof
systems.

The Oztech® range of architectural retractable
pergolas and roof systems are suitable for use in any
weather conditions, for a large range of residential
and commercial applications.
Whether it’s a retractable pergola for your backyard,
courtyard or deck that you’re looking for, or a
custom made roof
system to meet the
needs of a restaurant,
bar or commercial
project, there is an
Oztech® model to
suit.

REMOTE CONTROLS

FOLDING ARM AWNINGS

Folding Arm Awnings
Image Blinds is one of Australia’s largest
manufacturers of Folding Arm Awnings. The Image
Blinds folding arm is unique in that it allows the
customer to control the pitch of the awning at any
time with the use of a crank handle. Image Blinds
manufacture a complete range of folding arm
awnings styled to suit your home and application.

DYNEEMA ‘TAPE’ FOR EXTRA STRENGTH

VARIABLE PITCH CONTROL

RAFTER BRACKET INSTALLATION

Product Options
CABRERA
CASSETTE
CLOSED

CABRERA CASSETTE OPEN

Manual or motorised options with just a
touch of a button. Optional weather-hoods,
Semi Cassette & Full Cassette style folding
arm awnings are also available.

FREE MEASURE & QUOTE

1300 657 100
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AWNINGS

Shaped Awnings
Our canopies are designed with steel frames and are
powder coated to suit your decor.
They are custom made to size, and the design can be a
standard shape or totally unique to blend with any type of
architectural design. A wide range of fabrics and styles are
available.
Canopies can be mounted over windows or doorways
of homes, shops and restaurants and can also be
manufactured with sign writing to promote your business.
EYELID AWNING

Cafe Awnings
The Cafe style awning is an economical
solution for shade over windows and doors.
A wide range of fabrics to choose from.
FIXED WEDGE SHAPE AWNING
CAFE AWNING

WEDGE SHAPE

AWNINGS

Aluminium Awnings
Aluminium is one of the most versatile and durable
materials for building and construction, making it
ideal for awnings. Aluminium offers a high resistance
to corrosion and weathering and requires minimal
maintenance.

Louvre Awnings
Louvre awnings offer excellent protection from the elements, while
allowing a breeze to enter your home when desired.
The Fixed Louvre awnings are available in an open or closed design. The
angle of the panels you choose will be determined by the direction of the
sun. The Adjustable Louvre awnings have a control to open or close the
panels, allowing airflow and light control or for maximum protection and
privacy when fully closed.

Fixed Hood Awnings for Windows
or Patios
These awnings consist of tightly interlocking panels and
concealed joins and can be made to any width. They can also
be mitre-cut and fitted to turn corners, with the option of
posts or arms for support, depending on the projection. The
All Weather style has a vertical panel design and is totally
waterproof. The Vertical Stripe style has an attractive narrow/
wide vertical panel construction with a scalloped edge.

FREE MEASURE & QUOTE

1300 657 100
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ARMOUR VIEW®

Alsafe’s Armour View® security
screen doors and windows utilise
316 marine grade SS mesh with
one-way wedging retention system

Armour View® uses a 316 marine grade stainless
steel mesh and extra strong aluminium frame
combination, ensuring peace of mind for home, office
or commercial security needs.
Armour View® uses a unique one-way wedging
retention system is used to anchor the mesh in place.
This system ensures that the greater the impact, the
tighter the grip is on the mesh.
The wedging retention system prevents galvanic
corrosion, a chemical reaction that occurs when
different metals are in contact with each other,
particularly in external conditions or in coastal areas.
This enables us to offer a five year corrosion free
guarantee.

Safety and Standards
Alsafe® Security doors fitted with 316 marine grade
stainless steel mesh meet the Australian Security Door
Standards AS5039 and AS5041.
The stainless steel mesh is non-flammable and fire resistant
and is suitable for bushfire prone areas and complies with
the Fire Safety Australian Standard - Compliant to Level
BAL-40.

SAFE VIEW®

Alsafe’s Safeview® is a cost effective 304
grade SS mesh safety door & window
solution.

Featuring a heavy duty extruded aluminium frame, Safeview
uses a hidden riveting retention system to provide the
ultimate safety screen with an attractive finish and a very
competitive price.
Safeview is suitable for a hinged or sliding door, as well
as windows to provide an effective deterrent to bugs and
burglars, while you are at home.

Options:
■■

3 point locking for extra safety

■■

Door closer

■■

Bug seal

■■

Pet door

■■

Customised colours

The mesh is non-flammable and fire resistant and is
suitable for bushfire prone areas and complies with
the Fire Safety Australian Standard - Compliant to Level
BAL-40

FREE MEASURE & QUOTE

1300 657 100
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DIAMOND GRILLE

Classic design safety barrier doors
and windows featuring high quality
mesh options and frame.

The Alsafe® range also includes the ever popular
Diamond Grille as used in safety doors and window
screens. This cost effective safety product offers an
excellent visual deterrent and personal safety while
you are in your home. They are custom made to fit and
available in a wide range of colours to coordinate with
your home.

COLOURS & OPTIONS

22 Standard colours are available
for door and window frames.
Alsafe® security and safety door frames, window
frames and diamond grille are powder coated
in a range of standard colours, or can be custom
coated to match any Dulux® or Colorbond®
powder coat colour.
Alsafe® use and recommend Lockwood
hardware for all safety and security doors.

Flymesh options
■■

Ultramesh
Fibreglass core, PVC coating and UV stabilised for longevity.

■■

Paw proof
PVC coated flexible fibreglass and twenty times stronger than standard
Fibreglass flymesh

■■

Stainless steel mesh
316 Grade stainless steel screen, pre-treated and powder coated black
and Boasts the longest outdoor life of any flymesh.

FREE MEASURE & QUOTE

1300 657 100
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FREE & QUOTE
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Take a look!

